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1 Welcome to Scarbee Pre-Bass - Amped!

Scarbee Pre-Bass - Amped is a re-amped version of the original Scarbee Pre-Bass instrument library. It was created to provide you with the particular sound of specific genres out of the box—without the need to employ bulky, expensive amps yourself.

The library consists of four Scarbee Pre-Bass instrument variations:

- **Scarbee Pre-Bass - Amped - Fat**: specially produced for Rock and Pop music oriented productions. The DI sound was processed through a classic amp and cabinet for a powerful and fat bass sound.

- **Scarbee Pre-Bass - Amped - Punchy**: specially produced for Pop, R&B and Funk oriented music productions. The DI sound was processed through a modern amp with no cabinet for a punchy and bright bass sound.

- **Scarbee Pre-Bass - Amped - Deep**: specially produced for Pop, Techno and Reggae oriented music productions. The DI sound was processed through a modern amp with no cabinet for a deep and tight bass sound.

- **Scarbee Pre-Bass - Amped - Rocky**: specially produced for Hard Rock and Grunge oriented music productions. The DI sound was processed through a classic amp and cabinet for an aggressive and crunchy bass sound.
1.1 About Scarbee Pre-Bass

Scarbee Pre-Bass was recorded with round-wound strings to get the fat and dirty sound heard on numerous rock, funk, pop, and country albums. It features an extensive set of playing techniques, for example:

- Sustains
- Mutes
- Harmonics
- Hammer-on & pull-off
- Fast grace notes
- Slides (in most any speed you could want)
- Trills
- Buzz-trills
- Cross hammering
- Chords
- Chord slides
- Percussive slides
- Index and middle finger alternation
- Multiple sets of release samples: loose, tighter, and tight.

Pre-Bass was designed to make it very easy to use all these while playing live. Except for the trills and cross hammering you can trigger all of the articulations and techniques above without the need for any key switches.

The full strings of the bass have been sampled in order to reproduce the timbre changes that occur when you move between low and high frets on the string of a real bass. This results in a very rich sound with all the natural overtones.
It should be noted that Pre-Bass is much more than just a collection of samples. It features a sophisticated script which takes care of many things automatically for you, for example:

- String selection
- A fretboard display updated dynamically as you play
- Alternation between index and middle finger
- Chord recognition\(^1\)
- Random alternation between three different types of release samples
- Random insertion of pickup hits\(^2\)

Furthermore, the script enables you to configure all settings including EQ, load and store FX presets, and access documentation covering every aspect of the instrument directly through the instrument performance view.

**Note to Users of Scarbee Black Bass and Scarbee Red Bass**

Pre-Bass shares many features of its siblings Black Bass and Red Bass. If you already own and know how to use either of these two other products you may want to skip ahead to the section near the end that explains the various differences between Pre-Bass, Black Bass and Red Bass.

\(^1\) Ensures correct string selection even if the chord notes don’t arrive at exactly the same time, and that the base note of a chord is played with index finger while the other notes are played with middle finger samples.

\(^2\) Not completely random because it is intelligent enough to take into account on which strings/frets and for which velocities pickup hits are most likely to occur.
1.2 About the Bass

I spent a lot of time on getting the bass in perfect shape, driving my luthier half crazy, but the result is great and the bass sounds and feels perfect to me. To get the sound that I was looking for I tried almost any string brand, both steel and nickel versions, and various gauges. Then weeks of test on how long I should play strings until they sounded right—that was time consuming! Finally I tested different bridges but ended up using the original and at some point I even experimented with a replacement pickup, but again I chose with the original.

What I love about this bass is the fat and dirty sound of it—and I can’t wait to record the slap version and get the woody, hollow sound of that! It is so expressive and that is probably why it is the most recorded bass sound in the world.

1.3 Thomas Hansen Skarbye – The Bassist and Producer

When I was a boy, I wanted to be a great Magician—I wanted to amaze the audience and leave them wondering, how did he do that?“. Years later, I am still very fond of „illusions“ in any media. I watch almost every movie that raises the bar of Special Effects and I share true interest in computer and console games with my sons—for the same reason. These days my magic wand and top hat are the Scarbee Sample Libraries.

I have played in various funk bands as a bassist during my younger years, but started soon to compose music for TV documentaries and aimed for a career as a film composer. After composing, producing music on more than 150 commercials for TV and Cinema (even working with Oscar winning director Bille August), I began to create Sample Libraries and Virtual Instruments as I wanted better sounds to use for my productions. These products are used by top artists around the world on albums and live.
Due to „Carpal Tunnel Syndrome“ (weak wrists) I invented an artificial way of playing bass using software in 1998 and released the Scarbee J-Slap & J-Fingered in 2000.

Originally planning a fretless bass release, I instead decided to take a break from the basses and do some „easy“ vintage keyboard sounds to use in my productions. Ironically it took me 5 years to complete the Vintage Keyboard Collection and the Vintage Keyboard FX plugin! Not exactly an easy job as I expected, but this is me in a nutshell; I go into something, dig deeper and deeper and slowly revealing the secrets and soul of the instrument and can not stop until the job is done.

The Pre-Bass project started in late 2007 after the release of Black Bass with the first sound recordings. As usual I dumped several basses before I finally found the right one, the right strings and playing position. This time I wanted to record a real classic bass sound, versatile for almost any type of music. I’ve always loved this sound—a warm, woody, fat and dirty bass!

At this point I need someone who could turn my ideas into KONTAKT 2 script programming and I met Nils Liberg, a brilliant programmer. Soon I realized that our co-work was getting us much further than any of us ever had hoped for.

Personally I prefer to play hard on it to get the growl and aggressive tone, but it can also play gentle and soft. The amount of expression is the reason why this sound is one of my favorites.

As with Black Bass, the Pre-Bass is my personal tool, that I use in my work for other artists and in my own productions, so I will keep on updating it for the time to come—making extra details, slapped sounds etc.—this will definitely benefit you as a user.

Please enjoy our bass, we sure put a lot of love in it!

I now give myself more time to compose and refine my vocal work as well, so please keep an eye on www.myspace.com/scarbee where I will post some of my songs.
I was contacted by Thomas in the autumn of 2006 to create a KONTAKT 2 script for what would later become Black Bass. The same technology was then later successfully applied to both Red Bass and now Pre-Bass.

My goal with the script has been to make the instrument so easy to play that the user will never feel it's too much trouble to use any of the articulations. It feels doubly rewarding to have been able to put all my creativity into something that I know will finally be used as part of and benefit another person's creative expression. It is my hope that you will find Pre-Bass an inspiring instrument to use.

Nils Liberg is an experienced script developer and is the author of a widely used script development environment for Mac/PC.
2 Playing Bass Notes on a Keyboard

With stringed instruments a certain note can often be played on multiple strings, and so the player has to choose. For example, G2 can be played on all four strings of the bass with each string having its own very distinctive sound. Many sample libraries and virtual instruments take the simplistic route of recording only one sample per note (from the lower playing positions), which means that the user gets a very limited instrument.

Pre-Bass on the other hand includes samples of all the different strings each note can be played on, thus capturing the sound of the whole instrument. In our view the samples at higher frets is an integral part of the instrument and adds spice and variation to the sound.

When a real bass player is about to play a note he/she typically chooses the string on which the note can be played with minimum effort. That is, without moving the left hand too much. On a keyboard it’s difficult to manually perform this string selection in real-time and laborious to do it after recording, so we came up with a way to let the Pre-Bass script do it for you.

2.1 Automatic String Selection

The figure below shows the main view of the instrument user interface. Note the white dotted line above the fretboard. It represents the position of the left hand on the bass neck—the playing position. When you play a note on the keyboard, Pre-Bass automatically chooses a string that minimizes the need to move the playing position (the left hand), similar to a real bass player. This way you can get the full sound of the bass with minimum effort. I.e. if you play an octave interval, the correct strings will automatically be used.

That’s the basic operation, but the automatic string selection also takes many other things into account such as when to use open strings and what special rules to use for each articulation.
Articulation specific symbols are displayed on the fretboard on the selected string/fret as shown above, and the text label below the fretboard shows the name of the last used articulation. Each string is monophonic so a new note interrupts any earlier one on the same string—just like on a real bass. Simply trying out Pre-Bass oneself is perhaps the best way to understand how it works.

### 2.2 Manual String Selection

It is also possible to control the string selection manually. Each string has an associated key switch: E0, A0, D0, G0—picked to be easy to remember. In Pre-Bass a key switch affects the following note or remains active for as long as you hold it pressed. To return to the normal mode of operation just release the key switch. It is possible to combine more than one string key switch. For example you can hold A0 and D0 pressed simultaneously to make A and D be the preferred strings.

Another way of controlling the string choice is by using key switches F5-B6 to specify which frets you prefer. The F5 key corresponds to the first fret, F#5 to the second fret and so on. To make it easier to learn we made the fret key switches match the corresponding note on the E-string of a bass (F is the first fret on this string, F# the second and so on). By pressing and releasing one of these key switches you move the playing position and at the same time trigger a fret noise sample (different noises are used depending on how far you move). You can also lock the playing position by holding one of these key switch pressed while playing. As will be shown later it is also possible to use a Midi Controller for fret selection.
3 Key Layout

Here is a schematic of the keys in Pre-Bass. The red keys are key switches and the blue ones mapped to normal samples\(^1\). This is just an overview. Instructions on how to use each key switch and what it does is given in the following text sections.

---

\(^1\) The bass has no B string, but for flexibility the notes B0 to D#1 have been mapped to a virtual B string. These notes use stretched E string samples. Only basic articulations like sustain, mutes, hammer-on and pull-off are available on the virtual B string.
4 Articulations

4.1 Sustains, Mutes and Harmonics

Sustain is the default articulation. For velocities below 40 you get mutes instead, and for velocities below 15 you get harmonics where available and mutes otherwise. Enough velocities layers have been recorded to achieve natural transitions from soft to hard playing. Please note that harmonics are mapped to the string/fret where they are played on a real bass and not to the pitch of the sound.

If you activate the mutes key switch (A#1) you will get mutes irrespectively of the velocity. This can be used to make it easier to trigger mutes since you do not need to rely on getting the right velocity when using it.

4.2 Hammer-on / Pull-off

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legato</th>
<th>To trigger a hammer-on or pull-off you simply play a half- or whole note either down or up legato (overlapping the earlier note). If a hammer-on or pull-off is not available (eg. when playing a note legato downwards from fret 1) you will get a sustain instead. Hammer-on / pull-off for intervals greater than 1-2 semitones may be played by activating the F#0 key switch. See more about this further down.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


### 4.3 Fast Grace Note Up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fast Legato</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Diagram](image)

A fast grace note is triggered in the same way as a hammer-on, one needs to play the legato note very quickly after the previous note. Eg. play a C2, hold it pressed and press a D2 quickly after (between 20 and 60 milliseconds).

The velocity of the lower note—the pre-hit note—is used as the velocity for playing the fast grace note sample. This allows you to play the second note at any velocity, which can help because one often ends up hitting it a bit harder since it has to be triggered so fast.

It was an old dream since the year 2000 to be able to trigger fast grace notes in an intuitive way and now it has finally come true – no key switches are necessary!

### 4.4 Slides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legato</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Diagram](image)

Slides are available in speeds 60 to 480 bpm. Play a note legato while holding the sustain pedal pressed to trigger a slide. If it’s not possible to slide the played interval without going outside of the available frets a sustain will be used instead. The velocity of the target note determines the speed of the slide. There are three recorded slide tempi:

- Velocities 1-30 trigger the slowest slide sample (60 to 89 bpm)
- Velocities 31-60 trigger the middle slide sample (90 to 119 bpm)
- Velocities 61-127 trigger the fastest slide sample (120 to 480 bpm)

The beats per minute (bpm) tempo numbers above refer to the duration of a 1/4 note in that tempo. To play a 1/8 note slide in tempo 120 you need to use a slide note velocity which corresponds to 240 bpm, and to play a 1/16 note slide (very fast) in tempo 120 you will need a velocity which corresponds to 480 bpm.
### 4.5 Buzz-trills, Trills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Keyboard" /></td>
<td>A buzz-trill is the sound of a real bass player moving his finger back and forth over a fret quickly. A trill on the other hand is a sequence of repeated hammer-on and pull-offs. Buzz-trills and trills are activated by pressing the G#0 key switch. Buzz-trills are available on the D and G string and trills on the G string.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Velocities 1-59 give trills on G string and long buzz-trills on D string.
- Velocities 60-89 give long buzz-trills
- Velocities 90-127 give short buzz-trills

Note that unlike the other key switches G#0 only affects the following note even if it were to be held pressed. We made it like this to make it easier to trigger a single trill without accidentally affecting other notes.

### 4.6 Trill Tails

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Keyboard" /></td>
<td>Trill tails are based on the same samples as trills except that their attack has been removed in order to make it possible to use them after any other articulation—as a tail. They are available on the G string.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To trigger a trill tail press the G#0 key switch to activate trill mode and then play a pull-off (a half or whole note legato down). Please note that the key switch must be pressed just before the pull-off note and not earlier or you will get a trill or buzz-trill instead of a sustain on the preceding note.

Here’s an example of how a trill tail can be performed: play A3 and hold it pressed, play the G#0 key switch, play a legato down to G3. The G3 legato note is played back as a trill tail.
### 4.7 Pickup Clap

Play A#0 to get the sound of a pickup clap. Please note that A#0 behaves more like a normal note than a key switch – the A#0 itself triggers the sound and it does not affect other notes. As many as 27 different pickup clap samples are included.

A real bass player typically hits the pick-up with his/her right hand on snare drum hits (2/4) to keep the beat—or as some advanced players: hit the pick-up as a flamenco guitarist in between notes for a funky, unique bass groove.

### 4.8 Automatically Triggered Samples

Included in Pre-Bass are a number of samples which are automatically played back at certain times. In the settings you can configure what types of samples you want to use and how often you want them to be played. Detailed explanations of how to make these settings can be found later in this manual.
4.8.1 Release Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toggles loose/tight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A release sample is played whenever a note is released. With one exception: when a note is played legato (overlapping the earlier note) a release sample is not played for the earlier note. There are three sets of release samples:

- loose
- tight 1
- tight 2

The loose samples are noisier and adds character to the sound. Tight 1 is a more tightly played type of release which is less prominent and cleaner. And finally, tight 2 is similar to tight 1 but even more cleanly played and is the least noisy of them all. In the settings you can setup how often you want to hear each one of the types.

So which type should one use then? Well, it depends on the style and what kind of bass player one wants to imitate. The professional and often hired studio musicians usually have a very fine dampening technique—so you rarely hear the releases—even when they are playing fast. These bass players, who you hear on so many albums, mute the strings with a combination of the left and and right hand to avoid ringing and other noise from the bass.

However, even they sometimes decide to play a bit more relaxed and then you will hear more of the release sound. In more rock oriented songs you will play much more relaxed and even appreciate the raw sound of loose dampening.

In the settings you can specify whether you want all three types of release or just the tight ones by default. The F0 key switch can then be used to switch from the default mode to the non-default mode.
### 4.8.2 Pickup-hits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><img src="image" alt="Piano Keyboard with a Key Highlighted" /></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Toggles loose/tight</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-Bass includes as many as 43 different pick-up hit noises. These samples simulate a bass player playing the strings hard by banging his/her hand on them—giving a slight pickup-hit noise. During the normal course of playing a pickup-hit noise sample is sometimes randomly played together with the note you played. In the settings you can configure what the chance should be for this to happen and whether it should be active by default.

Having some pickup-hit noises now and then can, just like loose release samples, add to the realism. Furthermore, since both release samples and pickup-hit noises are randomly selected they add extra variation. The human ear is very good at hearing when a sound is repeated so this is an important feature.
5 Playing Techniques

5.1 Index and Middle Finger Alternation

Separate sample sets for right hand index finger and middle finger playing has been recorded for many articulations¹. The alternation between these two is performed automatically. When you play slowly, you only get index samples, and when you play faster, Pre-Bass alternates between index and middle finger samples as a real bass player would. You can configure the speed threshold for when alternation is to start (see Alternation in the settings).

The alternation can also be controlled manually by using key switch C0 to activate index finger and C#0 to activate middle finger samples. Like the other key switches these affect the following note or remain active for as long as they are held pressed. Pressing any of these key switches will inhibit the automatic alternation.
5.2 Extended Hammer-on / Pull-off

| ![Keyboard Diagram] | Normally hammer-on and pull-off are triggered by playing an interval of one or two notes up or down legato with the previously held note. However, it is possible to use the same articulations for larger intervals. To do this, activate Extended Hammer-on / Pull-off mode by pressing the F#0 key switch. For example if you play A1, hold it pressed and then play E2 while holding the F#0 key switch pressed the E2 will be played as a whole-note hammer-on on the same string as the A1 even though the interval is a fifth. Please note that the extended mode affects the automatic string selection—the script will try to stay on the same string even if the target note is not near the current playing position. |
| + | ![Keyboard Diagram] The articulations with two alternations are sustains, mutes, harmonics, fast grace notes and release samples. |

5.3 Cross Hammering

| ![Keyboard Diagram] | You can get cross hammering by combining a string key switch with the extended hammer-on / pull-off mode described above. When this key switch combination is activated you no longer have to play legato to trigger a hammer-on. Instead, any note will trigger a whole-note hammer-on. Let’s say you want to cross hammer E2 on the A string. In order to do this, hold the E0 and F#0 key switches pressed (E string + extended mode), and then play E2 on the keyboard. |
5.4 Chords

Normally chords work well in the default mode. However, in some special cases the automatic string selection can fail since the script cannot see into the future. The notes of a chord never arrive at exactly the same time but typically some milliseconds after each other, and in a more or less random order. The string selection is usually performed one note at a time, but in unfortunate situations the optimal string for the chord note which comes first can be a suboptimal choice for the chord as a whole – it might be even better to use that string for a chord note which arrives just milliseconds later.

To solve this problem we provide a chord mode which is activated by key switch D#0. When the chord mode is active the scripts waits for all the notes in the chord to arrive before it decides on what strings to use. Only then is playback started.

The longer the script is allowed to wait for new notes in a chord the sloppier a user can play them and still have them recognized as a chord. But the longer the script waits the longer will also the playback of the notes be delayed. So there is a trade-off between allowing for sloppily played chords and latency.

In fact the script waits for extra notes in the same way even when chord mode is not active, but then a much shorter waiting time is used (the default is 0.5 ms)—so short that one cannot hear it. It is not possible for a human to play chords that tightly, but if you align notes in your sequencer and make the first and last note be close enough that will make it possible for the chord to be recognized.

Hence, for live playing you can use D#0 to activate chord mode, but if you choose to align notes after recording you don’t have to use the key switch. It’s up to you as the user.
In addition to proper string selection, another advantage of having a played chord recognized as a unit as opposed to a series of individual notes is that the lowest chord note is automatically played using index finger samples and higher notes using middle finger samples, just like one would play it in real life.

### 5.5 Chord Slides

Playing a whole chord legato with an earlier chord would be difficult, so instead we came up with a single finger technique to make it easier to perform chord slides. In order to play a chord slide first play the chord. Then press the sustain pedal and play the target note to which you want to slide (just as before the velocity of this note determines the slide speed). The Pre-Bass script will determine the interval between the target note and the note in your chord that is closest to the target note. This interval is then used as the slide interval.

For example: let’s say you play the chord G1-D2-G2. To slide up a whole note you can press A2 while holding the sustain pedal pressed. The chord note nearest A2 is G2 and the interval is a whole note up which is then used as the slide interval. As an alternative to A2 it would also be possible to use A1 (a whole note up from the chord base note) or E2 (a whole note up from the middle chord note). To slide up one octave you would play G3 (one octave up from the nearest note, G2).

Note that a chord slide will only be performed when it is possible to slide the interval for all notes in the chord.

### 5.6 Percussive Slides

It’s possible to perform percussive slides by playing extra notes on the same string a note is being slided on at the same time as the slide is being performed.
6 Sustaining Notes

Since the sustain pedal is already used to trigger slides another way of sustaining notes is needed. This is what the A-1 note is used for: while it is held pressed any released note will be prolonged until the A-1 note is released. So this key works just like the pedal does for other instruments.

It is sometimes useful to be able to sustain repeated notes in order to get rid of the disconnected feeling that gaps between the notes can give. Try for example to play E1, E1, E1, ... without holding A-1 pressed and then with A-1 pressed. However, please note that by sustaining notes there will be no time to play the release sample of one note before the next starts, and without the release samples one loses some of the important variation that increases realism. So it’s important not to overuse this feature. You can in many cases get better results if you don’t use A-1 and instead adjust note lengths in your sequencer (making one note end just slightly before the next one starts).

You may also configure a MIDI CC to use for this purpose instead of the A-1 key (see the Controller settings below).
7 Vibrato

The vibrato characteristics of a real bass was analysed and the results incorporated into Pre-Bass. Pre-Bass is also capable of mimicking the slight fret noise generated by the finger movements used to create the vibrato.

Vibrato intensity is controlled by the modulation wheel (CC#1). If you select the Vibrato page from the main menu you can configure the vibrato speed, vibrato fret noise volume, and specify whether you want to use CC#1 or Aftertouch to control the intensity.

See Vibrato settings below.
8 Instrument Reset

Pre-Bass randomly chooses between different types of release samples, fret noises and when to insert pickup-hits. This randomness gives more variation and a more realistic sound. However, it is also good to be able to predict the behavior to know that your song will sound exactly the same each time you play it. This is possible by using the B-1 key switch to reset the instrument. In order to get the same result each time you play back your song insert a B-1 key switch note in the beginning of the song.

The velocity with which this key switch is played determines the random sequence of values which controls release samples, fret noises and timing of pickup-hits. You can use any velocity, but please note that if you change the velocity of this initial B-1 key switch note you will get a completely different sequence of release samples, fret noises and pickup-hits.
9 Main Menu and Instrument Settings

9.1 Player Profile

Here you can specify what type of playing style you want to use. This affects the automatic string selection and whether high or low frets are preferred. For example, when playing rock a bass player would typically not use the lowest fret numbers.

- Pop & Country - no specific preference for low/high frets
- Soul & Funk - frets above fret 4 are preferred
- Rock & Retro - frets above fret 6 are preferred

Even with the latter settings it is still possible to use lower frets if you tell the instrument to do so by activating string or playing position key switches.
9.2 FX Presets

The instrument comes with a number of factory presets which can be loaded by simply selecting them from the preset menu (see image).

Be aware that whenever you load an effect preset any customization of the Pre-Bass insert effect parameters you might have done can be overwritten.

You can also save your own presets. To do this edit the insert effects parameters in KONTAKT to your liking and then choose one of the Save... menu items from the preset menu. Please note that due to a KONTAKT 2/3 limitation, scripts cannot load new effects but only change parameters of already loaded ones. This has been worked around by loading all kinds of effects and bypassing the ones which are not necessary. The status of the bypass buttons is stored in each preset and restored when one is loaded.

Presets are stored within the KONTAKT instrument file (.nki file) so in case you later download an update to Pre-Bass that file will lack any customized presets of yours, which is useful to be aware of. However, you can transfer a preset from one instrument to another by using the native preset feature in KONTAKT and then choose Save... from the menu to reintegrate it into the script preset system.
9.3 EQ

In this section the Bass, Middle and Treble can be adjusted. Beware that loading an FX preset can change the EQ.

9.4 Vibrato

Here you can specify the vibrato speed and the volume of the fret noises that are automatically generated in order to mimic the noises generated as the finger move back and forth on a string. You can also decide whether to use CC#1 or Aftertouch to control the vibrato intensity.
9.5 Pickup Hit

For every note you play the script decides whether a pickup-hit noise should be played or not. Here you can set the chance for it to happen. At 0% you never get a pickup hit and at 100% you always get it.

The default mode determines whether pickup-hit noises should be enabled by default. It can be either of:

- Pickup hits: noises are ON by default. Hold the F0 key switch to turn them off.
- No pickup hits: noises are OFF by default. Hold the F0 key switch to turn them on.

Please note that the default release mode and pickup are coupled, i.e. if you select “Pickup hits” as your default mode the release mode will be set to Random.

When you load Pre-Bass the pickup hit knob is set to 0%, so if you want pickup hits you need to increase it. It can also be automated using CC#4 (or some other controller of your choice).
9.6 Release

The Decay knob in the upper right corner controls how much more silent a release sample becomes for each second longer you hold a note pressed. The unit is dB / second. I.e. if it is set to 15 dB/s then the volume of a release sample of a 2s long note will be turned down 30 dB.

There are three types of release samples: loose, tight 1 (quite tight) and tight 2 (very tight). The tight samples are played more carefully and are less noisy than the loose ones. You can set the default release mode to be one of:

- Random mode – use random mix of loose, tight 1 and tight 2 samples
- Tight mode – use random mix of tight 1 and tight 1 samples only

By using the F0 key switch you can switch to the non-default mode at any time. Eg. let’s say the default mode is set to Random mode. Then you will sometimes get loose release samples when playing. If you want only tight release samples for some passage of a song you can hold F0 pressed during that time to temporarily toggle to Tight mode.

The loose / tight knob controls the probability of getting either loose or tight release samples. Turn it up to increase the chance of getting tight samples.

The tight 1 / tight 2 knob controls the probability of getting tight 1 versus tight 2 samples. Turn it up to increase the chance of getting tight 2 samples.
9.7 Chords

The illustration below shows how the notes of a chord never arrive at exactly the same time – there is always a period of time between the first and last last note. As long as this period of time is shorter in milliseconds than the Sloppiness knob value shown to the right, the chord will be properly recognized and automatic string selection will work optimally.

If on the other hand the period of time between notes gets longer than the Sloppiness value the automatic string selection is performed note by note which in some cases can yield sub-optimal results for chords.

By increasing the sloppiness the tolerance for sloppily played chords increases, but at the same time the latency is increased by the same amount leading to a less responsive instrument. For this reason it is preferable to use a high sloppiness setting only when one is about to play chords and a low value otherwise in order to minimum latency.

When chord mode has been activated by the D#0 key switch the left sloppiness setting is used. And when chord mode is not active the normal sloppiness setting to the right is used. In other words, D#0 temporarily activates a higher latency which makes the string selection for chords more reliant and as soon as the key switch is released the low latency is restored again.
9.8 Alternation

When you play notes quickly after each other, automatic alternation between index and middle finger samples takes place. When you play slower only index finger samples are used.

You can specify the threshold for what the script should consider fast playing by setting the Alt. Time knob. When you play a note there will be automatic alternation only if the period of time since the last note is lower than this.

With the default setting automatic alternation starts when notes are played at shorter time intervals than 1 second.
9.9 Noise Levels

Here you can adjust the volume of the various noise samples:

- Release samples
- Fret noise
- Pickup-hits, and
- Pickup clap

9.10 Controllers

In addition to key switches it is also possible to control some parameters using MIDI Controllers:

**Playing position:** an alternative to the F4-B5 key switches. When it is set you can use that controller to move the playing position. Unlike the key switches this will not trigger fret noises and one cannot lock the playing position this way since there is no analogue to holding a key pressed.

**Slide mode:** by default CC#64 (sustain pedal) is used to activate slide mode, but here you can specify another controller to be used if desired.
**Release**: the CC used to control the balance between Loose and Tight release samples, i.e. the Loose/Tight knob on the Release settings page.

**Sustain**: a CC number used to sustain notes (like a sustain pedal sustains notes). Please take care not to overuse this feature since some space between notes can be good in order to get a realistic release sound.

**Pickup hit chance**: you can here configure a controller with which to automate the Pickup hit ratio knob (see the Pickup hit settings above).

### 9.11 Help

For quick reference you can find documentation for articulations & playing techniques, settings and the script UI directly in the performance view. Select a help topic from the menu and a help text appears to the left.
# Differences between Pre-Bass, Red Bass and Black Bass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Bass</th>
<th>Black Bass</th>
<th>Red Bass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pick-up mics</strong></td>
<td>split single-coil pickup (1)</td>
<td>humbucker (1)</td>
<td>bridge, both and neck (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buzz-trills</strong></td>
<td>short and long</td>
<td>short and long</td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Release</strong></td>
<td>loose, tight 1 and tight 2</td>
<td>loose, tight 1 and tight 2</td>
<td>loose and tight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pickup hit noise</strong></td>
<td>automatic or manual</td>
<td>automatic or manual</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slide up available</strong></td>
<td>on all frets</td>
<td>on all frets</td>
<td>on fret 0-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slide down available</strong></td>
<td>on all frets</td>
<td>on all frets</td>
<td>on fret 4-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slide up range</strong></td>
<td>full string</td>
<td>1 octave</td>
<td>1 octave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slide down range</strong></td>
<td>full string</td>
<td>1 octave</td>
<td>full string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slide triggering</strong></td>
<td>legato playing with sustain pedal pressed</td>
<td>legato playing with sustain pedal pressed</td>
<td>legato playing with sustain pedal pressed, but for slide intervals greater than two semitones the slide has to be manually ended by playing the target note a second time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Index / middle</strong></td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available, but middle finger samples have a shorter duration than index finger samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of samples</strong></td>
<td>3 766*</td>
<td>4 003</td>
<td>6 092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
<td>2.9 GB</td>
<td>3 GB</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size of download</strong></td>
<td>1.2 GB (compressed)</td>
<td>1.2 GB (compressed)</td>
<td>747 MB (compressed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The number is lower than the corresponding number for Black Bass since the bass recorded has one less fret. Both Black Bass and Pre-Bass are sampled in equal detail, except for the longer slide range on Pre-Bass.*
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